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		Quick Contacts
SHOP



If you are searching for quality laundry solutions, you’ve come to the right place. Luxury washing machines result in a seamless washing experience from start to finish. When you invest in premium products as sold by Euro Appliances, you’ll enjoy innovative washing technology, lower energy consumption, better cleaning results, and gentler approaches that ensure optimal protection and longevity of your garments. If you are ready to elevate your washing game, these brands might be worth the investment. 




Explore Premium Washing Machines at Euro Appliances 




If you’re looking for quality laundry solutions, we have a wide selection available. Read on to explore some of their innovative features and capabilities of Miele.




Miele: When it comes to washing machines, Miele offers a comprehensive range of machines built with durability at the fore. The brand offers many fantastic functions, including SingleWash systems for a singular garment, pre-set spin speeds for easy drying, specialised AllergoWash when tip-top hygiene standards need to be met, and gentle SteamCare which reduces the need for ironing. Miele also has an incredible range of tumble dryers and steam drying solutions. 




When you invest in our luxury washing machines, you will enjoy:




	Ultimate peace of mind and a generous warranty because they're built to last. 
	Lower energy consumption which results in reduced energy costs and higher levels of sustainability. 
	Wi-Fi connectivity that enables you to navigate appliances with ease and from the comfort of your smartphone. 
	Adaptable temperature and speed cycles so that you can wash every type of fabric with confidence and protect your clothes. 
	High-end materials and craftsmanship that result in a more robust system that will last for many years. 
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Browse Top European Brands and Get in Touch 




At Euro Appliances, we’re passionate about high-quality, luxury appliances. Whether you’re searching for incredible cooking solutions with our Gaggenau induction hobs and ovens, stellar cooling technology with brands like Liebherr and Sub-Zero Wolf, or luxury washing machines from the likes of Miele, Siemens, and Bosch, we have an impressive array of premier products waiting for you. Visit your nearest store or chat with us for more information on selected products. We are always available to help. 


Monolith by Liebherr promises to redefine cooling and freezing technology as you know it. This built-in cooling range comprises fridges, freezers, and wine coolers and takes luxury refrigeration to new levels. Monolith boasts incredible height, high energy efficiency, and robust cooling capabilities, making it an ideal system for any home. Monolith by Liebherr also offers incredible design prowess, seamlessly integrating functionality with impeccable style. When you choose superior cooling technology from Euro Appliances, you’ll reap the rewards for many years to come. 




If you're considering investing in Monolith, it's time to read on. 




Monolith by Liebherr, What to Expect 




When you invest in luxury cooling technology and choose Monolith by Liebherr, you’ll experience an exciting array of premium features, such as:




	BioFresh technology: This technology keeps food fresher for longer by ensuring that temperatures are only slightly above 0 degrees Celsius. This safeguards fresh food items, resulting in longer-lasting freshness and higher nutrient retention. 





	HydroSafe and DrySafe: Some foods do best in slightly humid environments, like vegetables and fruits, while other items such as dairy and meat do best in dryer zones. Monolith by Liebherr allows for varying humidity levels in different zones so that all food items are stored optimally. 





	FlexSystem: Flexible organisation systems allow homeowners to organise their food effectively and keep things fresh and in the right BioFresh zone. Slot the FlexSystem components into the BioFresh draws and organise your Monolith refrigeration system like a pro. This helps you to group foods according to their storage needs and protect more fragile food items like raspberries and blueberries. 





	InfinitySpring: Fresh water is just a click away with Monolith’s stylish water dispenser. Thanks to incredible filtration systems, contamination is eradicated, and water quality is guaranteed. 





	SuperCool and SuperFrost: These innovative features are ideal for quickly cooling or freezing food items. Monolith also ensures that cool air circulates thoroughly through every part of the fridge so that all items – even those in the door – are preserved for longer. 





	SmartDeviceBox: Monolith effortlessly integrates with your home network, enabling you to manage your refrigeration system wherever you are. Activate the SuperFrost system before you get home to ensure that groceries stay fresh for even longer. 
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If you are ready to embrace cooling and freezing technology at its finest, it’s worth exploring our Monolith Planning Guide. There are a wide variety of models and styles available, enabling homeowners to curate their dream kitchen based on their bespoke needs and unique space. The brand also manufactures an incredible range of premier wine coolers, perfect for wine collectors and anyone looking to store their wine with precision. 




Explore Monolith by Liebherr and So Much More




Whether you are searching for cutting-edge cooling technology or other kitchen appliances, including stoves, induction cookers, gas hobs, coffee machines, washing machines, dishwashers, or tumble-dryers, we have a vast range of premium European Appliances ready for their forever home. Visit your nearest store and we’ll happily chat with you about the best products for your needs. 


Storing wine optimally is an art and Liebherr has perfected it. Freestanding wine coolers by Liebherr enable wine connoisseurs to “treasure the taste” of their beloved wines. Built with precision, high-grade materials, and technology in mind, these wine coolers are an incredible asset for any wine collector. At Euro Appliances, we sell a wide range of Liebherr wine coolers depending on your specific needs. Whether you’re searching for a larger unit that can safely store over 200 Boudreaux bottles or a smaller, more compact unit for your bar area, we have many models available. 




Let’s dive into our exciting range and explore some of the top features of Liebherr freestanding wine coolers. 




Qualities of Freestanding Wine Coolers by Liebherr 




Liebherr wine coolers are built to last, embodying incredible design and an array of dynamic features for precise wine storage. When you select our Liebherr range, you will enjoy the following benefits:




	Incredible temperature control: One of the key advantages of freestanding wine coolers by Liebherr is the precision with which you can control the temperature. When it comes to storing wine, it’s imperative to maintain an optimal temperature to keep your wines fresh and preserve all those decadent flavours. Different types of wine need different temperatures, and this is where Liebherr’s multiple temperature control zones really shine. Store various bottles at once, each at the perfect temperature. 





	Activated charcoal filters: This technology keeps wine fresher for longer, ensuring that environmental odours do not diminish the quality of your wine. FreshAir technology keeps the wine cooler fresh and clean, creating the perfect environment for top-tier, hygienic wine storage. 





	Specialised UV protection: It’s not just our skin that needs protection from harsh UV rays. These rays can significantly impact the quality of wine, resulting in flavour deterioration and early ageing. Happily, Liebherr wine coolers have specialised protective measures to mitigate this damage including UV-protected glass doors. This shields wine from UV rays, ensuring that it stays fresher for longer. 





	Effective humidity management: Liebherr wine coolers also manage humidity levels exceptionally, guaranteeing that your wine bottles don’t dry out or become too moist. Managing humidity levels is a precise balancing act, and one the brand has mastered.  





	Smart home integration: Certain Liebherr models also seamlessly integrate with your home network. Connect to the SmartDevice network and easily manage your wine cooler with a few clicks on your tablet or phone. 
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There’s no denying that Liebherr has put itself on the map as a leading manufacturer of wine fridges. With over 70 years of experience in the realm of construction and manufacturing, they’re a superior player when it comes to cooling technology. 




Visit Your Nearest Showroom 




If you’re excited about the prospect of adding freestanding wine coolers by Liebherr to your repertoire, why not visit your nearest Euro Appliances store? Located in Cape Town, Pretoria, and Johannesburg, our friendly team are always available to answer any questions and advise you on the best product for your unique needs. Browse our Liebherr range and other top European brands including Gaggenau, AGA, Siemens, Miele, and Sub-Zero Wolf or reach out to us and we will happily be of service.


Euro Appliances Offers a Wide Range of Liebherr Kitchen Appliances




The famed multinational Swiss-German brand, Liebherr has been a key player in the refrigeration and freezing industry since 1949. The company was founded by Hans Liebherr who had ties to the construction industry and eventually became a lynchpin in the world of refrigeration. Today, Liebherr is an integral brand in the cooling realm, well revered for its innovative range of refrigerators, freezers, wine coolers, chest freezers, humidors, and more. Euro Appliances is a proud supplier of a dynamic range of Liebherr kitchen appliances. 




Explore Our Dynamic Range of Liebherr Kitchen Appliances 




Liebherr is known for reliability, premium quality, and expert design. Their fridges are crafted for both food storage and wine storage, resulting in an eclectic range of Liebherr kitchen appliances for consumers to choose from. Specialised BioFresh technology ensures that food is stored optimally and kept fresh for longer while optimally managed temperature zones guarantee that wine is stored to perfection. 




Let’s explore some of their top offerings from Euro Appliances: 




	Built-in Combi Fridge/Freezers: Liebherr’s combination fridge freezers showcase cooling technology at its finest. These robust systems are built to preserve food optimally, resulting in better food preservation and fresher ingredients. Top features of their refrigeration and freezer systems include:





	HydroSafe technology that creates the ideal humidity for food preservation.	NoFrost systems that prevent ice build-up.


	DueCooling features which ensure individual temperature cooling systems for each unit. 








With these incredible features – and so much more - fresh ingredients retain their valuable minerals and qualities for so much longer, resulting in tastier food. 




	Monolith wine cabinets: Liebherr wine cabinets are the perfect addition to any wine-loving home. These incredible appliances boast flexible shelves for storing ease, telescopic rails, specialised infinity boards for organisation purposes, and InfinityProtection sensors to detect dramatic temperature drops and safeguard wine. The SmartDeviceBox is an exciting feature of these wine fridges, allowing homeowners to operate temperature zones from a smartphone or tablet. 





	Humidors: Liebherr premium stainless steel and Spanish cedar wood humidors are perfect for storing loose cigars. Thanks to separate humidity and temperature control zones, homeowners can store their cigars at optimal temperatures, ensuring longevity. Without humid conditions, cigars can easily lose their freshness within a few days. Specialised humidors, as created by Liebherr, ensure that tobacco is kept fresher for longer. 
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Liebherr’s cooling technology embodies cutting-edge innovation, delivering optimum cooling and freezing results, whatever your needs. When you choose high-end appliances, you know that they will last for many years and offer you ultimate peace of mind. Explore our Liebherr catalogues to see the diversity of their premier range. 




Discover Our Luxury Brands 




We have a wide array of top European brands built with professionalism, durability, and aesthetic precision in mind. Explore not only our exclusive range of Liebherr kitchen appliances on offer, but also our premium range of other European brands including Gaggenau, Siemens, Bosch, AGA, Sub-Zero Wolf, and more. We also invite you to visit your nearest showroom and discuss your needs with our team. When you work with Euro Appliances, top quality and incredible design is guaranteed. 


Diving Into the Luxury Stove Brands Euro Appliances has on Offer




If you’re a passionate foodie who loves creating magic in the kitchen, you’ve likely considered exploring luxury stove brands. Premium quality stoves are created with durability at the fore, ensuring that they last homeowners for many years. Top luxury stove brands like Pitt, Miele, and Gaggenau offer users incredible reliability, high quality, dynamic features, and aesthetic finesse. 




Before we delve into what our premier stove brands have to offer, let’s consider why so many homeowners invest in top-end stove brands to begin with. 




The Perks of Choosing Luxury Stove Brands 




Premium European appliances are built with longevity in mind. When you choose high-quality appliances, you will enjoy brilliant results for years to come. Top appliance brands offer these advantages and more:




	Ultimate reliability: Rest assuSred that your stove will endure the test of time when you shop our luxury brands. Thanks to premium-grade materials and expert craftsmanship, reliability is guaranteed. While these products are an investment, they will give you years of uninterrupted durability. 





	Design appeal: Luxury stove brands know the importance of combining functionality and aesthetic appeal. Top brands understand that stoves can be a pertinent statement piece, and design stove models accordingly. Many of our top brands have an array of finishes, allowing homeowners to create a bespoke aesthetic in their homes. 





	Smarter features: Top brands integrate excellent smart features, ensuring that cooking is a breeze. Smart stoves might include Wi-Fi connectivity or the option to control temperature levels in innovative and nuanced ways. Other smart stoves might boast professional-grade hobs to elevate your cooking experience and deliver professional results.





When it comes to luxury stoves, the following top European brands have some incredible offerings: 




	Pitt: Pitt gas burners are perfectly suited to the modern home. These premium appliances are directly integrated into your countertop, making for a stylish and sophisticated cooking experience and incredible, seamless design. Burners are available in three styles, namely standard, professional, or black, and homeowners can opt for between one and six hobs in different configurations depending on their needs. 





	Miele: Miele has an exciting array of gas hobs, expertly fitted with electronic controls for ease and convenience. The specialised Gas Stop Restart feature automatically reignites gas flames when they’re extinguished, adding to cooking precision. Miele also has a wide range of stove tops, including induction woks and gas hobs, enabling homeowners to curate their ideal cooking setup. 





	Gaggenau: Gaggenau amalgamates the reliability and precision of German design and offers an impressive selection of stove solutions. Explore Gaggenau’s renowned induction stove or their incredible gas hobs. This award-winning brand is revered in both professional kitchens and private homes alike. 
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Explore Our Premium Range 




If you’re ready to explore an outstanding array of luxury stove brands, reach out to us and we will happily show you some of our most celebrated products. Alternatively, pop into your nearest Euro Appliances store - located in Cape Town, Pretoria, and Johannesburg and experience these world-class appliances firsthand. 


Advanced Cleaning Technologies in Miele Dishwashers




Dishwashers streamline the washing and drying process and create a cleaner, more hygienic kitchen and home. Premium Miele dishwashers can transform the nightmarish tasks of washing piles of dirty dishes into a quick, efficient, and even pleasant endeavour. With incredible cleaning capabilities and other top-notch features, a Miele dishwasher will save you oodles of time, reduce the amount of water and energy used, get rid of unwanted germs, and leave you feeling happier and more harmonious in your now clutter-free home. When it comes to dishwashing capabilities, Miele is an excellent investment. 




Miele Dishwashers – Unparalleled Excellence 




Miele dishwashers are popular for several reasons. They are robustly made with top-tier materials, and undergo various quality checks at every stage of production to ensure that they’re built to last and deliver exceptional results. When it comes to Miele dishwashers, excellence is guaranteed. Some top features of the powerhouse brand include:




	EcoPower technology: This innovative system saves users water and energy, resulting in a more energy-efficient dishwashing process. This reduces consumption and elevates your green footprint. 





	AutoOpen drying: This incredible feature ensures that all items are dried to perfection. Machines open a fraction at the end of the cycle so that fresh air can dry the dishes. Specialised air duct systems protect counters from any excess moisture. 





	3D Multiflex tray: Flexible trays can be easily adjusted to navigate larger items of crockery and longer glasses. Adjust the depth and space to accommodate various shaped items and get more done with every wash. 





	Perfect glass care: Specialised glass care technology means that all your glassware is cleaned with gentle precision. All too often dishwashers damage glass products, however, Miele’s technology ensures that they look newer for longer, protecting glassware and glasses with stems for days. 





	Quick PowerWash: This swift power wash feature is perfect for those who need to clean dishes in a hurry. The cycle takes 58 minutes and uses expertly designed multi ultra-tabs for a supreme wash. 
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Certain models also have WI-FI capabilities, making them ideal for those who want to link their Miele dishwasher to their smart home systems. Furthermore, Miele has its very own dishwashing powder and rinse aid collection, ensuring best results with every wash. Explore our Miele dishwasher ranges, including the Active Range and the Generation 7000 EcoFlex. For the best results, users can utilise Miele’s exceptional detergent range which includes, ultra-tabs, dishwashing powder, rinse aid, and dishwasher salt. 




Explore Miele’s Incredible Range 




Miele stocks a wide selection of incredible appliances, from their famed laundry solutions in the form of premium washing machines and tumble-dryers, right through to dishwashers, refrigerators, coffee machines, and ovens. Our stores also stock other top European names, including Gaggenau, Jura, Sub-Zero Wolf, AGA, and Bosch. Whatever your appliance needs, we have you covered! Browse the incredible range at one of our Euro Appliances showrooms or chat with our friendly team and we will happily guide you on the best products for your needs. We look forward to working with you and helping you to kit out your dream kitchen.


Why Shop for Top European Appliance Brands from Euro Appliances 




Premium European appliance brands bring style, durability, functionality, and high performance to any home. Luxury brands ensure that every appliance is made with the best materials. Each product also undergoes stringent quality checks through every stage of production to ensure that every component is made to perfection. These checks give buyers ultimate peace of mind and ensure that their top-of-the-line appliances will stand the test of time. 




Let's delve into some of the many reasons why it's preferable to shop for luxury European appliance brands. 




The Advantages of Luxury Appliances 




If you are considering investing in high-end appliances, you might have pondered why European appliance brands gain such rave reviews. Well, there are many reasons to invest in them. When you opt for our top brands, including Gaggenau, Miele, Viking, Sub-Zero Wolf, Kaelo, AGA, Siemens, Liebherr, and more, you’ll enjoy the following advantages:




	High-quality materials: Luxury appliances are manufactured with outstanding materials that are made to last. Professional-grade metals and plastics provide high performance and minimal stress. Stainless steel is a key material used in many premier appliances like fridges and ovens and is known for its sturdiness, practicality, easy maintenance, and easy cleaning. 





	Rigorous design: Quality appliances are designed by industry experts and undergo strict tests to ensure that every component works optimally. Many of these appliances are crafted by expert artisans who have the ability to amalgamate the technical elements and the design aspects. This results in a seamless, high-performing appliance. 





	Innovative features: Premium appliances come with a range of exciting and dynamic features. From ovens that integrate smart technology and connect to apps on your smartphone to refrigerators with vacation modes that conserve energy while you’re away, our top European brands always bring creativity to the fore. 





	Generous warranties: Top-quality manufacturers know the worth of their products and are confident in their ability to function impeccably for many years. That’s why many of our top European appliance brands come with generous warranties. 
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Luxury appliances from renowned European manufacturers have endless benefits, offering homeowners ultimate convenience and cooking prowess. From seamless design, premium materials, dynamic capabilities, and generous guarantees, these products are built with longevity and reliability in mind. 




Explore Our Luxury European Appliance Brands 




At Euro Appliances, we believe that top-notch appliances can transform your kitchen experience and enable you to deliver optimal results. Whether you’re searching for the best Jura coffee machine to make that perfect cup of Joe, a classic AGA for slow roasts and casseroles, a Siemens studioLine integrated refrigeration system, or a Pitt countertop gas hob, we have a wide range of incredible items perfectly suited for your home. 




Why not explore our showrooms in Pretoria, Cape Town, and Johannesburg?  You can chat with our knowledgeable team about our top European appliance brands and see our exciting array of appliances. We will gladly show you our luxury range, answer any queries that you might have, and offer insight into the best products for your unique requirements and needs. 


Exploring Pitt Countertop Gas Cookers Design Trends and Options




Designed and manufactured in the Netherlands, Pitt countertop gas cookers have gained incredible popularity over the years. Known for their seamless design and impressive cooking abilities, they are a welcome asset for many homeowners looking to elevate their kitchen experience. If you’re searching for a gas cooker that is effortlessly integrated into your countertop, then Pitt countertop gas cookers are an ideal solution. The brand has successfully managed to combine functionality with true aesthetic wonder, resulting in a modern look and fantastic cooking capabilities. 




Let’s explore the exceptional qualities and options when you invest in Pitt countertop gas cookers.




Pitt Countertop Gas Cookers: Features and Options 




These elegant countertop gas cookers are truly perfect for modern homes and anyone with a penchant for contemporary, clean design. The burners themselves are directly integrated into your counter and all the technical elements are hidden below. This has many incredible benefits for users, including the opportunity to place burners further apart and enhance your cooking space, the ability to easily clean between the burners with zero hassle, and a stunning aesthetic finish. 




Homeowners have three options when it comes to the burner style, and several options when it comes to the configuration and number of burners. The burners themselves are available in the following models:




	Standard – Light aluminium with a classic result. 
	Professional – Heavier brass burners, for the home cook who wants to add a professional element to home cooking. 
	Black – Brass burners with a stylish black surface, perfect for those with a love for design. 





Once you have chosen your burner, there are several exciting configurations depending on your unique needs. Each design is named after a global volcano. Options include:




	Azuma: Named after a Japanese volcano, this simple model consists of one gas hob of your choosing. Ideal for those who need an elegant and simple, one-hob solution. 





	Bely: Named after a Russian volcano, this option has two gas hobs and is ideal for dual cooking.





	Cusin: Named after a Columbian volcano, this model boasts three gas hobs of your choosing, well suited for those wanting to cook several tantalising dishes at once. 





	Danau: Named after a volcano in Indonesia, this model offers users four integrated gas hobs. This is excellent for those needing to cook for several family members or guests. 





	Elbrus: This 5-hob model is named after a volcano in Russia and well suited for those looking to cook multiple dishes.





	Foessa: Named after a volcano in Russia, this abundant model offers six hobs. It is perfect for those who have a passion for cooking and find themselves creating multiple dishes. 
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All Pitt models can be spaced according to client specifications, meaning that you can create the hob sequence of your dreams. Pitt countertop gas cookers offer impeccable cooking performance, providing instant heat and optimum control. They’re also perfect for those needing to save some extra space and are incredibly easy to clean. 




Browse our Euro Appliances catalogue to explore all our premium Pitt countertop gas cooker models and configurations.




Explore Our Luxury Appliance Range 




If you’re looking for quality appliances built to stand the test of time and add superb functionality and style to your home - get in touch with the Euro Appliances team. We have showrooms in Cape Town, Pretoria, and Johannesburg, and we’re always on hand to help!


The Ultimate Guide to Luxury Refrigeration: Features and Brands to Consider




Luxury refrigeration is a must-have solution for anyone who cares about preserving food. A quality refrigeration system can transform your culinary and kitchen experience, ensuring that you get the best out of your food every day. When it comes to the exciting realm of luxury refrigeration, there are several premium brands worth looking at. There are also some incredible must-have features that any modern homeowner should consider when purchasing a fridge. Let’s delve into some popular brands and their top features. 




Top Brands and Features for Luxury Refrigerators 




At Euro Appliances, we sell a range of superior refrigerator models, built with durability, precision, and aesthetic finesse in mind. Popular brands and their features include the following: 




	Sub-Zero Wolf:  Designed and manufactured in the USA to last for centuries, this brand is known for its stunning finishes, exceptional quality, and high-tech elements. It takes luxury refrigeration to new heights and is a true investment for those wanting to invest in their kitchen and themselves. Features include superb air filtration systems that keep the air clean by removing mould, bacteria, and viruses, split climate intelligent cooling systems that control the temperature optimally, touch control panels for user ease, and adjustable shelves to accommodate various sized items. 





	Gaggenau: Gaggenau is a premium brand from Germany, well revered for luxury design and impeccable quality. The Vario 400 refrigerator series is an excellent option for homeowners, offering many incredible features. Top functions include high cooling abilities thanks to the NoFrost and HyperFresh systems, as well as vast storage capacity. Gaggenau also offer high energy efficiency and customisable features including adjustable shelving and variable temperature zones. In addition, this is an impressive brand for those looking for induction cooking solutions.





	Miele: Miele is a premium brand hailing from Germany. Known for timeless elegance and durability, their refrigeration systems are an excellent investment for any home. Noteworthy features include a specialised CleanSteel rear panel that ensures optimal temperature distribution, FlexiTray pivotable glass shelves for total convenience, and, on certain models, Wi-Fi capabilities for smart homes.  When you shop Miele, reliability and top quality is assured.
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These brands boast incredible longevity and are sure to delight homeowners. When searching for the perfect fridge, consider whether you want an integrated or freestanding model, whether or not you want a combination fridge and freezer, and most importantly, the available space in your kitchen. Before shopping our incredible range, browse some of our catalogues to get a feel for our diverse models.




Explore Our Incredible Brands and Browse Luxury Refrigeration Solutions 




 We stock a wide range of superior European brands and have much to offer our clients when it comes to luxury refrigeration. Pop into your nearest Euro Appliances store and we will happily show you our premium range and advise you on the best model and brand for your unique requirements. We look forward to meeting you and helping you to find the perfect luxury fridge for your home. 


Miele Refrigeration: Where Innovation Meets Freshness




Miele is a brand revered worldwide. Known for its durability, incredible design, and innovative functionality, it’s popular in kitchens around the world. Miele refrigeration solutions offer homeowners total reliability and a wide range of exciting capabilities. Whether you are looking for a freestanding model or an integrated solution, Miele refrigeration systems won’t disappoint. Let’s explore some top features of this incredible brand and its refrigerators in greater detail.




Miele refrigerators, MasterCool and other features




The MasterCool range by Miele is particularly impressive, offering an exciting array of top features for the home chef. These Miele refrigeration systems consist of high-end design and several impressive qualities that will delight any homeowner. When you select this prestigious range, you will enjoy the following benefits:




	Push2Open: Ideal for handless appliances, this special technology enables users to open the fridge with a simple push. Simply press the front and the doors open.





	MasterFresh:  MasterFresh technology ensures that food stays perfectly fresh for longer. The fridge temperature stays particularly low to preserve essential minerals and vitamins.





	PerfectFresh Active: This specialised activated humidification system guarantees that food stays fresher for up to 5 times as long as conventional refrigerators.





	FlexiBoard: Split glass shelves allow users to make the most of their Miele refrigeration space. Store larger jars and bottles with ease and utilise all available storage space. Some models also offer an incredible pivotable shelf which allows you to access harder-to-reach items from the back of the fridge.





	Stay connected: Users can stay connected with the incredible Miele@home app. Intelligent Miele refrigeration systems can easily connect to your smart home system, enabling you to harness the power of technology and manage appliances conveniently.





	BrilliantLight: This specialised feature ensures that your fridge is brilliantly illuminated. LED light strips frame the side walls and turn on as soon as the fridge door is opened. This allows you to see the entirety of the fridge, even when it's full.
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These are just a few of the incredible features you will enjoy when you opt for Miele refrigeration options. Browse the Miele refrigeration catalogue or chat with us about other unique features. The brand also manufactures an exciting collection of washing and drying solutions, ovens, microwaves, coffee machines, and more.




Explore Euro Appliances for premium goods




If you are ready to curate your ideal kitchen and home, you have likely thought about investing in high-end appliances that will last for many years and add incredible functionality to your home. Explore our incredible range of premium European appliances, from AGA ovens and Gaggenau induction hobs to Kaelo integrated wine coolers and Jura coffee machines, we have an exciting range. Visit one of our stores – in Cape Town, Pretoria, or Johannesburg – to see these luxury items in person or chat with our knowledgeable team who will happily answer any queries. Whether you are searching for Miele refrigeration systems or other superior kitchen appliances, Euro Appliances is always here to help you find the best appliance for your home.


Effortless Wine Enjoyment: The Kaelo Countertop Wine Cooler




As summer approaches, many of us once again look forward to the prospect of enjoying those long summer nights. Perhaps we’ll entertain friends or dine al fresco as the sun takes a little longer to set. These moments often call for a delicious glass of vino and that’s where Kaelo’s countertop wine cooler truly shines. Say goodbye to clunky ice buckets and enjoy the seamless sophistication of these luxurious integrated wine-cooling systems. When you invest in Kaelo countertop wine coolers, you ensure wine is chilled to optimum perfection every time.




Let’s explore the myriad benefits of this innovative wine-cooling technology. 




3 reasons to consider Kaelo integrated wine coolers 




There are many reasons why so many wine connoisseurs choose Kaelo countertop wine coolers. Kaelo is a consolidated wine-cooling solution for anyone with a penchant for wining and dining. It’s also a great option for those who want an integrated extension of their wine fridge. Bottles can be taken out of the wine fridge and once opened, remain chilled in the Kaelo. Let’s explore some top benefits of this innovative appliance. 




	Wine chilled to perfection: Kaelo-integrated wine coolers chill wine phenomenally, ensuring that your bottle stays within a degree or two of opening temperature. This is perfect if you are entertaining in the warmer summer months and want to keep wine cool. The Kaelo Plus model also has a special boost mode that cools wine down by 3 to 4 degrees within 30 minutes. This is perfect for those who are unable to pre-chill their wine. 





	Ergonomic, stylish design: With touch control technology and 27 different lighting options to create your ideal atmosphere, Kaelo countertop wine coolers are built for those who appreciate thoughtful design. The patented Kryolux™ technology works by creating a cooling jacket around the wine bottle, ensuring it stays both cold and dry. These systems are built and rigorously tested in the Cotswolds by master artisans who are skilled in creating every part of Kaelo coolers. Every element is handcrafted, from the hard-anodised chamber to the seamless curved crown. There are five premium colour finishes: stainless steel brushed, stainless steel polishes, brass brushed, brass polished, gun metal brush, and black matte.   
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	Cooling ease: Let messy ice buckets be a thing of the past. Kaelo countertop wine coolers enable you to chill your wine effortlessly without the associated mess of melted ice. Moreover, you no longer have to ruin wine integrity by chilling it with ice. This really is the no hassle, no drip, no maintenance solution to entertaining guests and enjoying your wine. 





Explore Kaelo and other wine-cooling technologies at Euro Appliances 




Whether you are searching for a Kaelo-integrated wine cooler or a more comprehensive wine cooling system like our Liebherr freestanding wine coolers or Sub-Zero Wolf wine storage units, we have many options available for wine lovers. We also have a range of Gaggenau and Miele options to choose from. Visit your closest Euro Appliances branch or chat with us about our dynamic wine storing and cooling options. 


Exploring the Luxury and Innovation of the Siemens studioLine Range




The Siemens studioLine range amalgamates intelligence with seamless precision and quality design, offering homeowners a stylish and sophisticated appliance range for the modern home. These extraordinary built-in appliances take sophistication to new levels, using only the best materials and design features. If you’re ready to elevate your home and invest in products that bring architectural clarity to the fore, the Siemens studioLine range is an ideal solution.




In this guide, we’ll explore some of our top studioLine premium appliances and some reasons why this powerhouse brand is built to last.




Siemens studioLine product offerings 




The Siemens studioLine range comprises many incredible kitchen appliances. Our product range includes the following:




	studioLine ovens: studioLine ovens combine impeccable cooking functionalities with undeniable design finesse. Ovens include an array of exciting features, such as the specialised roasting Sensor Plus technology which measures roasts optimally to ensure cooking precision, and the activeClean self-cleaning feature. This process uses pyrolytic self-clean technology whereby the oven heats up to high temperatures and turns the remaining food to ash. Siemens studioLine ovens also boast an incredible TFT TouchDisplay for easy navigation. 





	studioLine hobs: studioLine flexInduction hobs are perfect for the home chef, allowing them to explore a myriad of cooking styles. Full surface induction capabilities allow you to place pots and pans anywhere on the hob. Furthermore, the hob can identify the size and shape of the pan and adjust cooking zones accordingly. 





	studioLine coffee machines: A must-have for coffee lovers, studioLine coffee machines boast convenience, high performance, and Wi-Fi capabilities which are perfectly suited to smart homes. Choose between 29 speciality coffees and revel in the stylish black steel finish, ideal for homeowners with a penchant for seamless design. 





	studioLine extractors: The Siemens studioLine range also has incredible extractors. Opt for the downdraft model which is easily integrated onto worktops or the ceiling-mounted white ceiling hood extractor. The latter has a special home connect function and can be linked to smartphones or tablets for added ease. 
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If you’re searching for an integrated range that offers top-tier functionality and incredible architectural design, you cannot go wrong with the Siemens studioLine range. The top advantages of the brand include:




	Impeccable design to enhance the architectural wonder of any home. 
	High energy efficiency and an ongoing commitment to sustainability
	High-quality materials are used in construction, including stainless steel. 
	Ongoing testing to ensure appliances meet the highest standards at both a safety and capability level. 
	Huge versatility and a dynamic range of products.  





Explore Our Siemens studioLine range and more 




If you’re searching for kitchen appliances that are ‘built to perfection’, you can’t go wrong with this incredible range. Visit your nearest Euro Appliances store – in Cape Town, Pretoria, or Johannesburg – and chat with our friendly team. We also stock an impressive range of top European appliance brands, including Gaggenau, Sub-Zero Wolf, Smeg, Milele, Kaelo, and Viking. Browse our product catalogues and get in touch with us if you have any queries or need some expert guidance on creating your dream home.


Top Brands in Luxury Appliances: A Wide Range from Leading Manufacturers




In our modern, fast-paced world, many homeowners are looking for innovative ways to enhance their home experience. One of the best – and most exciting – ways to upgrade your home and your daily life is to invest in luxury appliances created by prestigious brands. Premium appliances are created with superior materials, integrate the latest technological trends, and have many excellent advantages that reach far beyond their superior design.




Advantages of luxury appliances




Let’s explore several reasons why it’s worth investing in luxury appliances from Euro Appliances.




• Incredible performance: One of the key reasons why so many people are choosing to invest in premium appliances is the performance factor. Luxury appliances are unrivalled when it comes to their diverse features and functions. From self-cleaning ovens, smart coffee machines, gas hobs with impeccable temperature precision, and special sensors which retain the best temperatures for optimal freshness in fridges, luxury appliances offer a vast range of dynamic features that result in first-class performance every time.




• Optimal longevity: Luxury appliances are built to last thanks to exceptional materials, skilled craftsmanship, rigorous quality controls, and precise ergonomic design. Since luxury home appliances are made with such durable materials, they are better able to sustain daily wear and tear and will generally last for many more years than their subpar counterparts. As such, luxury appliances become an undeniable investment for any home and their generous warranties are a testament to this.




• Enhanced aesthetics: Luxury appliances certainly fit into the stylish modern home, offering better integration, seamless design, and colour palettes and finishes that suit the unique space. Many of our integrated solutions are also ideal for those looking to design a bespoke kitchen. 
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Browse our incredible brands




Our stunning display of top-notch European Appliances offers homeowners robust design, impressive lifespans, and incredible functionality. Some of our top sellers include the following luxury brands:




	Miele: Known for its world-renowned precision engineering and outstanding laundry solutions and kitchen appliances, Miele is a superior brand that has stood the test of time.





	Gaggenau: Revered for their sensational performance, innovative technologies, and intelligent cooking solutions, Gaggenau is a must for the modern home chef.





	Kaelo: Boasting exceptional wine-cooling technology at its finest, Kaelo wine coolers integrate effortlessly into countertops and surfaces making them ideal for those who love to entertain.





Get in touch with us and build your dream home




We also stock an exciting collection of other premium brands, including Sub-Zero Wolf, Jura, PlasmaMade, and Viking. Browse our incredible product offerings and get in touch for more information on our unique array of luxury appliances from top European brands. We look forward to meeting with you at our nearest store and finding your dream home appliances. Design meets excellence when you shop our brands.


Euro Appliances' Wide Range of Liebherr Products




If you’re searching for exceptional quality, then Liebherr products might just be the home appliance solution you’ve been looking for. The Swiss-German multinational corporation was formed in 1949 and had strong ties to many prominent industries, including construction, maritime, and mining. Fast forward several decades and they are one of the world’s leading refrigerator and freezer manufacturers. When it comes to premium cooling technology, Liebherr products add great value, function, reliability, and finesse to any home.




Liebherr cooling solutions from Euro Appliances




Liebherr’s as a brand has become synonymous with top quality and world-class precision. If you’re looking for built-in combi fridge freezers, integrated wine coolers, freestanding side-by-side models, or humidors, the brand has so much to offer. They also cater to a wide variety of aesthetic styles. Whether you’re searching for sophisticated stainless steel exteriors or classic white seamless design, they do it all.




Some of our top Liebherr products include these top-selling collections:




	Side-by-side fridge/freezers: Liebherr side-by-side fridge-freezers boast elegance and excellent design. Top features include PowerCooling technology that ensures temperatures are evenly distributed between the different sections, touch and display systems that allow you to select your function with a simple touch, NoFrost freezer protection to prevent any frost build-up, bottle shelves, LED lighting, and so much more. The popular SBSes 8496 Premium Plus model includes a separate wine compartment, door alarm, digital temperature display, and dual temperature system.





	Built-in/freestanding wine coolers: Liebherr wine coolers are ergonomically built to replicate the conditions of professional wine cellars, ensuring wines are kept optimally to ensure maximum longevity. They boast incredible features to ensure that wine is preserved, including activated charcoal air filters, door and temperature alarms, tinted glass door panels that keep out harmful UV rays, and dimmable LED lights. The shelves are specially crafted with natural beechwood to ward off unwanted odours and keep vibrations to a minimum whilst the wine matures. Liebherr offers both integrated and freestanding wine-cooling solutions, depending on your needs.





	Freestanding upright freezers: Liebherr products include an impressive collection of freezers, ideal for those looking to purchase higher quantities of food and preserve food items for longer. The GPesf 1476 Table-Height Freezer is a popular option, offering 103 litres capacity, smart freezing technology which freezes food much faster (all the while reducing the build-up of ice and energy used), and a child lock. This freezer comes with an impressive A++ energy rating, making it ideal for the environmentally conscientious homeowner.
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Explore luxury European appliances with us




The kitchen is truly the heart of any home and with Euro Appliances you can build the kitchen of your dreams. Explore our comprehensive range of world-class appliances, from top European brands including Sub-Zero Wolf, Jura, Tefcold, and Pitt. We stock an impressive array of cooling systems, ovens, washing machines, coffee machines, consumables, and more. For more information on Liebherr products and other world-class brands, visit your closest store or get in touch with our team who will happily advise you on the best products for your needs.


How to Choose the Perfect Miele Coffee Machine for Your Home




Miele coffee machines are a must for anyone with a penchant for delicious coffee. With more and more people working from home, it’s imperative that home-brewed coffee is never far away. Miele is a renowned European brand, known for its luxury, reliability, and superior appliance offerings. When it comes to Miele coffee machines, the brand certainly doesn’t disappoint. Whether you’re looking for a freestanding countertop Miele coffee machine or an integrated model, the brand has many dynamic offerings for coffee lovers.




Top Miele coffee machine features




So, how do you choose the perfect machine for your home? Firstly, it’s important to consider the various features that Miele offers and what you’re specifically looking for. Top features found when you invest in Miele coffee machines include the following:




	OneTouch for Two: This allows users to prepare either one or two speciality coffees with one click of a button. Create espressos, cappuccinos, or latte macchiatos in moments.





	CoffeeSelect: The special coffee select system allows home brewers to choose top-notch coffee beans for each speciality coffee. There are three separate coffee chambers for each type of coffee, meaning you use the perfect coffee beans each time. Set the bean types manually or pre-assign specific beans to particular coffees for ultimate flexibility and ease.





	CupSensor: Incredible cup sensor technology picks up the cup’s rim and adjusts the central spout for perfect coffee pouring every time. This makes for a seamless and splash-free coffee-brewing experience.





	Automatic cleaning: Certain CVA7845 models come with automatic cleaning solutions, meaning that your machine will handle the descaling and cleaning of the machine. This allows for ultimate hygiene and zero hassle.





	Programmable user profiles: Pre-program your machine with unique user profiles so each member of the family can make that perfect cuppa every time. Certain models also have Wi-Fi capabilities, so users can make their morning cup of Joe via the MobileStart app (just remember to place your cup beneath the spout before you go to bed).





	ComfortClean: Many parts of the freestanding Miele coffee machines (including the water and waste containers) are dishwasher safe, meaning that cleaning can occur in a jiffy.
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Choosing your perfect Miele coffee machine will largely depend on the number of users, speciality coffee preferences, auto cleaning features, Wi-Fi capabilities, and whether you are looking for an integrated or countertop Miele coffee machine. Browse our popular Miele coffee machine models including the integrated CVA7440 11166710 with its Wi-Fi abilities, cleaning solutions, 13 speciality drinks, and 10 programmable user profiles.




Explore our premium appliances




Whether you are looking for a compact countertop device that can be moved around or integrated coffee-making solutions for bigger spaces, Miele coffee machines will certainly delight you. We also stock a wide range of other impressive European appliance brands, including Gaggenau, Kaelo, Jura, Sub-Zero Wolf, and Viking. For more information on our coffee machines and other premium kitchen appliances, visit your nearest Euro Appliances store and chat with our friendly team.


Renovate Your Kitchen With Our Wide Range of Luxury Kitchen Appliances




Investing in luxury kitchen appliances is one of the best ways homeowners can enhance the value and functionality of their homes. Premium appliances - such as those sold at Euro Appliances stores - offer homeowners numerous advantages. From higher levels of energy efficiency and optimal functionality to professional-level cooking experiences and elevated aesthetics, luxury kitchen appliances are worth the investment in any modern home. Let’s explore the numerous benefits of renovating your kitchen with luxury kitchen appliances from our store.




Benefits of kitchen renovations and quality appliances




When you opt for luxury kitchen appliances from renowned European suppliers, the advantages are endless. They include the following perks:




	Incredible performance: Luxury kitchen appliances are built to last and they produce superior results while enduring the test of time. Whether you’re looking for a quality Jura coffee machine to start the morning right, a stylish Kaelo wine cooler for those dreamy summer nights, or a superior Siemens refrigerator that boasts optimal cooling technology, our luxury European appliances are built with outstanding performance at the fore. 





	Enhanced functionality: Premium appliances and especially integrated solutions are a fantastic way to optimise your space and enhance the functionality of your kitchen. This allows you to make the most of your space and design a kitchen based on your unique needs and preferences.





	Elevated home aesthetics: Quality appliances boast aesthetic charm. From clean lines, stylish colour palettes, and premium quality materials, homeowners can enhance the sophistication and appearance of their homes by choosing luxury products with quality finishes and designs. Our Smeg range has an exciting array of colours and styles for those looking to add their personal flare to their home.





	Better energy efficiency: Superior brands care about the planet and strive to manufacture sustainable products. Not only does this enhance your green footprint but it also has a positive impact on your home. Investing in top-quality appliances can reduce energy costs long term and promote a more sustainable, eco-friendly kitchen and home.





	A superior cooking experience. Cooking with top-tier appliances like a Gaggenau induction cooktop or an AGA oven (ideal for slow roasting) will naturally elevate the quality of the food that you make. Our luxury kitchen appliances have been tried and tested in the culinary world, and each brand that we stock will take your cooking abilities to even greater heights. Many models, such as the Miele oven and stoves, come with integrated smart technology solutions, making them ideal for those looking to enjoy smart home capabilities.
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Visit us and build your dream kitchen with luxury appliances




If you're ready to create your dream kitchen - a room that is the heart of any home - visit your nearest store. We will happily advise you on the best products for your needs and walk you through the steps needed to renovate your kitchen with luxury appliances that are eco-friendly, safe, user-friendly, and visually appealing. Get in touch for more information and one of our friendly team members will gladly be of assistance.


A Guide to Jura Coffee Machines: From Bean to Cup




Making the perfect cup of coffee is possible when you have a Jura coffee machine by your side. The brand amalgamates premium quality and total convenience, making it the perfect device for busy coffee connoisseurs who want to enjoy a delicious cup of Joe before starting their day. Jura is known for their robust design and huge versatility of drinks available. In fact, certain Jura coffee machines can make up to 17 delicious specialities of coffee. From domestic machines to commercial ones, the brand offers coffee lovers a diverse, reliable, and stylish range.




Brewing the perfect cup with Jura coffee machines




If you are looking for an excellent bean-to-cup machine, the Jura ENA 4 espresso machine is a fantastic domestic device. To brew the perfect cup with this premium model, simply follow these steps.




	Ensure that your Jura coffee machine is on a horizontal surface and make sure that none of its vents are blocked.
	Fill the water reservoir and the special coffee bean tank (if you are using coffee beans.)
	Use the control panel to determine your bean strength - this ranges from 6 grams to 10 grams per shot depending on your strength preference. There is also a scoop button if you are opting to use pre-ground coffee rather than your own coffee beans.
	Click the brew button (either the espresso or long coffee button when using the ENA4). The grinder will start working its magic.
	Sit back, relax, and watch your Jura machine make the perfect espresso or long cup.





With other Jura models, coffee lovers can enjoy a diverse array of speciality coffees, including flat white, flat white extra shot, latte macchiato, cappuccino, cappuccino extra shot, café barista, milk foam, hot water, and more. When you choose Jura coffee machines, precision and longevity are also guaranteed. Special features of Jura coffee machines include:




	A fast aroma grinder that works twice as hard to preserve flavour and ensure optimal consistency.
	Simple, one-touch technology for easy use, allowing you to effortlessly choose your beverage of choice.
	Compact, elegant, stylish design, well suited for an apartment dwelling.
	17 speciality coffee options on certain Jura coffee machines, making it ideal for entertaining.
	Perfect for home settings or in restaurants, hotels, and cafes when you opt for commercial Jura coffee machines.
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If you are searching for premium, Swiss-manufactured quality and prestige, Jura coffee machines are certainly worth considering. Browse our comprehensive Jura coffee machine range, including the revered Z10, S8, and E6. They also offer an incredible commercial range, including the Giga X8 and WE8.




Visit our stores for high-end appliances and world-renowned brands




For tip-top European quality, Euro Appliances is the place to be. We stock a wide range of sophisticated brands, including Smeg, Siemens, Bosch, Sub-Zero Wolf, Gaggenau, studioLine, and Miele. Visit your nearest store - in Cape Town, Pretoria, or Johannesburg - and experience the joys of premium European excellence and design prowess.


Professional-Grade Cooking at Home with Miele Ovens and Stoves




Miele embodies true craftmanship, showcasing excellent design, ultimate precision, and reliable durability. The brand, founded in Germany in 1899, has always stayed true to its ultimate slogan immer besser, meaning always better. They continuously strive to offer consumers incredible products that push technological boundaries and Miele ovens and stoves are no exception. If you are searching for a state-of-the-art oven and want to bring professional-grade cooking into your home, Miele ovens and stoves are undoubtedly worth the investment. Below, we will explore several exciting features when you choose this powerhouse brand and its award-winning ovens and stoves.




Explore the innovative features of Miele ovens and stoves
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Home cooks looking to advance their kitchen experience naturally choose better kitchen appliance brands. Miele ovens and stoves allow you to experience high-level cooking from the comfort of your home. They also come with several dynamic features perfectly suited for the modern cook. Top features of Miele ovens and stoves include the following:




	Moisture Plus Technology: Specialised Moisture Plus technology yields superior cooking results every single time. It increases the humidity levels within the oven, ensuring that food retains its moisture and doesn’t dry out. This is ideal when baking bread, creating golden, flaky pastry crusts, or slow-cooking meat so that it remains tender.





	Pyrolytic Cleaning: This automatic cleaning feature ensures that your Miele oven stays optimally clean after every use. The automated process sets the oven to extremely high temperatures, incinerating any leftover debris into ash. The ash can be effortlessly wiped away without the need for abrasive chemicals or arduous scrubbing.





	Wireless Food Probe: Miele’s wireless food probe technology takes cooking to a new dimension. The process ensures that roasts are cooked optimally every time. The system uses aerial and radio-frequency technology. Once the probe is inserted into the food, the aerial and probe sensors communicate and monitor the core temperature. When the food reaches its selected temperature value, the cooking process automatically ends for the best results.





	FoodView: Say goodbye to perpetually having to open your oven and letting air escape in the process. FoodView enables users to access a camera within the oven and connect it to their smartphone. Check how your food is going without even having to step foot in the kitchen. This is ideal for those who entertain often and don’t want to leave guests for too long.





Miele ovens and stoves bring innovation and technological wonder to the fore, making them ideal for those looking to integrate appliances into their smart home.




Explore our range of quality European appliances




Whether you’re searching for the perfect oven to elevate your cooking experience or a robust washing and drying system, we stock a wide range of premium European appliances. From Gaggenau and Siemens to Miele and Sub-Zero Wolf, our products are built with quality and excellence. Get in touch with our team and we will happily answer any queries and advise you on the best products for your needs.






Speak to an expert today.
We have showrooms based in Pretoria, Johannesburg and Cape Town, please feel free to visit our showrooms.
View our showrooms
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CPT: +27 (0)21 424 6688 / info@euroappliances.co.za
PTA: +27 (0)12 348 3838 / sales@euroappliances.co.za
JHB: +27 (0)10 634 0550 / sales@euroappliances.co.za
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